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VibrationsThe ideal of the School of 
Metaphysics......To aid any 

individual, willing to put 
forth the effort, to become a 
whole functioning Self, not 
dependent on any person, 
place or thing for peace, 

contentment and security.   
                                                                                                   

The purpose of the School 
of Metaphysics....To 

accelerate the evolution of 
humanity by ushering in 
Intuitive, Spiritual Man. 

The activity of the School of 
Metaphysics is Teaching 

Teachers.
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NATIONAL DREAM 
HOTLINE® See Page 3

We invite you to join a scavenger hunt! Throughout this 
issue of Vibrations, you will find images that are located 

on the college campus for you to locate during All 
Student Weekend. We will discuss these images, their 
history, and what they represent during All Student 

Weekend. Search and Enjoy!

ALL STUDENT 
WEEKEND (page 20)
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Call to Dream Education through the 28th National Dream Hotline® and Dream 
Awareness Weekend! 
by Aneta Baranek 
National Dream Awareness Coordinator 

 Here we are, less than a couple weeks from the 28th 
annual National Dream Hotline® and Dream Awareness 
Weekend. From April 29th to May 1st of this year we will be 
celebrating dream education nationwide. 

 Often times I have heard various leaders call others to 
action, motivating many to do something that the leaders 

themselves were very passionate about. As a Metaphysician I want to take a slightly different 
approach and call all of us to dream education. The verb to educate comes from the Latin 
“educate” which means to draw out. Why is it important to know that? It is crucial to 
understand this because then we realize that to educate someone on dreams and dream 
interpretation involves much more than just an action. To educate means to harmonize with 
another while holding in mind the vision for the expansion of their consciousness. It is not only the 
physical activity of talking about dreams, it is a spiritual practice of enlightening someone’s soul 
through interpreting his or her dream. An interpretation of a single dream has a potential to 
change someone’s life through demystifying a fear or opening their mind to the amazing 
potential that lies within them. As we engage in the variety of all the Dream Awareness 
Weekend activities let us remember that and honor that fully.  

The degree after completing the 2nd Cycle of Lessons is called “Qui Docet Discit”. Latin 
serves again as the point of origin. The name of this degree is translated as “the one who 
teaches learns”. Therefore, as we focus on dream education in the upcoming days and weeks, 
let us also remember about educating ourselves. The education in point spans beyond learning 
the Universal Language of Mind™. It reaches far into the essence of our being by us connecting 
with the purpose of serving humanity through dream education. What is your purpose for 
proliferating dreams and dream interpretation? How are you becoming who you want to be as 
you partake in the myriad of activities? 
For myself, the purpose of stillness and present mindedness is what I focus my attention within. It 
is exciting for me to practice such qualities while being immersed in a variety of activities to tend 
to that seem infinite. Being still in the middle of most intense and full schedules is what living 
meditatively means. This is when I can tap to the skill of concentration I have been practicing for 
some years now. 

It has been a very joyful experience to see how students at each school branch have 
been preparing for the National Dream Hotline® Weekend. As Dream Awareness Coordinators 
became excited about the creative efforts, so did other students. Learning and co-creating 
with others is the key. We all need a receiver for our thoughts. We all need human interaction in 
order to foster mutual experience. Therefore I ask all of you to engage as many of your 
classmates as you possibly can. And I encourage you to reach out to as many members of your 
community as you can possibly imagine. In the Universal Language of Mind™ people represent 
aspects of ourselves. As you meet more and more new people, you are meeting more and 
more parts of yourself. 
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We invite every teacher to write a quote describing what it means to be a 
teacher, and submit an illustration of your quote. 
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Chicago 
Recognizing your Influence and Taking 
Responsibility

By Emily Knox		

As we prepare for National Dream Hotline®, the month of 
March has been filled with enthusiasm for dreams! On 
Saturday, March 12th, we hosted the monthly dream 
webinar for the public and students.  Jai (L 15) and Randy 
(L 37) led the group in a discussion after the webinar to 
delve deeper into what we learned with Dr. Daniel and 
Matt Valois.  We expressed our excitement for the 
upcoming dream events with our guest, Richie (L 5), 
myself, and Chuck who is an avid dream catchers 
attendee.  This particular webinar reminded me of the 
importance and value of dreams in relation to the 
creations that we bring about in our consciousness.  
It is enlightening to realize how many inventors received 
inspiration through dreams! 

Following the monthly dream webinar, we hosted our 
monthly SIR Meeting.  We listened to Jai’s and Randy’s 
Past Life Profile and my own Past Life Crossing with Sean 
Lombard.  Jai expresses his appreciation for intuitive 
reports in the way we can all apply them to our own lives.  
He describes the importance of interpreting our reports in 
the Universal Language of Mind, and in doing so we can 
apply the interpretation to our own life and learning.  I am 
pleased to see the application of the Universal Language 
of Mind in all aspects of life because it allows for 
objectivity and self- respect.  

We have been experiencing lots of success and 
participation in the Introduction to Dream Interpretation 
course on Sundays for our Spiritual Gatherings.  Jai has 
been apprenticing the teachers of the course.  He has 
been enjoying the practice of harmonizing with different 
Superconscious aspects of Self through this experience.   
The students who have come are open and excited to 
learn more about dreams and how they can apply the 
tools that they receive in class to their waking life.  I can 
see the influence that this course has and will continue to 
make on the students coming to the class as well as the 
students in the school.  Dreams aid us to know the Real 
Self and inspire us to create the life we desire!   The more 
we teach, the more we learn, and the more fulfilled we 
become! 

Randy and Jai are ecstatic to give of what they know about DREAMS! 

Next month we will be having a new Vibrations Reporter!  
Jai is currently learning the lab position of Branch Historian.  
He also participates and is learning to become the branch 
Dream Awareness Coordinator.  Jai has a lot to give and is 
learning to align with Universal Laws in all experiences and 
desires to teach others to practice as well.   

The surest way to prosperity is to first establish your 
connectedness with all creation and then claim your Divine 
Birthright.  (L 15, P2)

Where can you find

this etched image


and what does it mean?

Where is this image

and what does


it represent?
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The Growth Continues in Des Moines 
by Mari Hamersley 
 

    Our Des Moines center is full of life these days with 
much growth. 
As our Dream Hotline Coordinator, Cathy Simpson is 
masterfully organizing and exciting us about the Hotline.  
She is teaching the 10-week Dream Interpretation class on 
Sundays and is coming to both a greater security and 
expansiveness with dreams.  Nearly every student has 
volunteered to be part of the creation of Hotline in their 
own way, from Ted and Kim designing materials and 
Donna and Mike printing them, to others sharing the vision 
of the Hotline with community groups such as Meditation 
Around Town, Women of Worth, and the Humanist Group.  
     Each student is clarifying their reasons for studying at 
SOM and is stretching. Vivienne Woodson is completing 
her first cycle lessons, and she was speaker at our March 
Open House telling personal stories of her many life 
experiences, from her early life being raised in a 
metaphysical family, to participation with many groups to 
her studies at SOM.  She is quite a speaker! 
      We have many newer students and I interviewed some 
of them to hear how they are growing.  When asked what 
interested her in coming to SOM, Tabby H. said, “I am on a 
journey to learn who I am and why I’m here.”  And she is 
doing that by noticing patterns in her life and beginning to 
remove some while identifying those that are still within 
her thinking.  Another student said these classes made her 
understand more of what she does in her life, and in 
general she is much more Self-aware.  Joe said that 
originally our school’s sign drew him in, as he was curious 
about the symbols’ meaning.  Yet what he has gotten from 
the lessons is much more--the ability to ground himself 
and process information in positive, beneficial and neutral 
ways.  Jasmina said that even after just a few weeks she 
has felt as though a weight has lifted, which is a blessing.  
She can see herself clearly, knows when she is present, 
and doesn’t get distracted.  She sees that there is hope for 
her.  And Jane is growing in her drive to listen to others 
with respect as well as to listen to her own inner intuition 
and guidance. 
Have a great National Dream Hotline®!    

Cincinnati SOM March Report 
By Jonathan Duerbeck 

We are aligning around our core seed ideal, magnetizing 
our school branch, letting our curled mind-fingers spread 
open to receive more. 

Terrence Lamont Bellows has a strong core desire to 
unveil the light in people’s dreams.  He is in his element as 
the teacher and chief magnet for our dream class.  A 

friendly bunch of students, friends, and newcomers has 
gathered Sunday evenings at the Parlor of Grace Church, 
bringing a warm flush of life into our school and a pleased 
smile from Terrence.   On Easter Sunday it was my delight 
to poke my head into the classroom and tell him that a 
few latecomers were joining, and see the surprise on his 
face as a family of new people tentatively walked in and 
filled up the rest of the furniture.  That was extra cool and 
ironic since some of our regulars had missed the Easter 
dream class to be with their families.   Even better, some 
of our newcomers signed up for metaphysics class, which 
started two days later.  Also taught by Terrence, so that 
pumped some more happy into his smile. 

And so we welcome our new class of five, taught by 
Terrence Lamont, as we meld together our other two first-
cycle classes, now taught by Lynn Boggio.  Our new class 
includes student David Hughes’ wife, Mickey.  Our school 
now has two married couples who are each both 
students. 

We are also glad that David Hughes has become one of 
our regular healing service members and he’ll be leading 
the healing while our teachers are at National Teachers 
Meeting. 
1 
Our good friend and expert connector at Grace Church, J 
White, invited us to speak to her fifth-grade class at a 
Montessori School called The New School.  I spoke to 
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them about their dreams, assisted by Lynn Boggio and 
one of our newer students, Katie O’Donnell.  Bright minds 
and deep souls with some mythic dreams!  We heard later 
from J that the class really enjoyed it and told their 
parents about what they learned, and since it went over so 
well, we’ll speak to them again in April.  

While we were in that school’s neighborhood, we looked 
over some of the old mansion-sized homes that need 
some TLC, and strengthened our thought-seed of owning 
our own place.  

Lynn Boggio is leading our dream hotline and allowing 
herself the confidence she’s already earned, while 
Terrence Lamont is channeling his initiative into leading 
our media outreach and our dream bingo fund raiser as he 
builds constancy and refines his timing.   

I wonder: What will sprout from our new connections, and 
what will the branching bridges lead to us? 

Fort Worth		
Opening our Hearts 
 by	Mel	Navarro	

The Fort Worth branch is looking forward to welcoming Dr. 
Daniel to the area for the Still Mind, Present Moment, 
Open Heart teaching at the end of March. In preparation 
for the teaching, we have given several lectures at yoga 
studios, spiritual centers and holistic fairs to bring 
awareness about the School of Metaphysics and to 
promote the teaching. We are excited to share this 
wonderful teaching with our local community and to aid 
others in creating a still mind so that they can experience 
living in the present moment. 

We are also excited about two new classes that we 
started this month. Rashard Garrett began teaching a First 
Cycle class on Monday nights. In addition, Analiese Hill 
began her first teaching experience last week with an 
Intro to Dreams short course. Both Rashard and Analiese 
bring a love and enthusiasm to everything they do and will 
no doubt attract new people to the branch as they share 
their love and passion for metaphysics. 

We have also had several class projects in the last month. 
Brynn’s class held a “Feed Your Soul” fundraiser at a local 
food truck park. Each student shared their gifts and 
talents from reiki to yoga to music to crafts; a great time 
was had by all! Love donations and a silent auction helped 
us raise over $500 for the school. In addition, Michael’s 
Thursday night class organized a raffle fundraiser. The 

class worked tirelessly to get some amazing items 
donated for the raffle baskets. They were able to create 
four awesome raffle baskets featuring food, music, 
healing services and more! Raffle tickets were sold to 
students on class night and to the public at a booth at our 
local holistic fair. 

As we continue to share our love, light and knowledge at 
the Fort Worth branch, we gain even more opportunities to 
open our hearts to the needs of our community. We are 
excited to take our understandings even deeper as we 
anticipate and receive Dr. Daniel’s teaching on Still Mind, 

Where is this and

what is the title?

What is this

place called?
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Circles of Connectedness 
by Amanda Hemmingsen 

The Circle of Love connects us to the entire planet. 
Healing Circles, created during the weekly Healing 
Service, allow us to use that connection, and use our 
Kundalini energy to give.  

Our Kansas City School of Metaphysics Healing Circle 
brings a peace of mind to all who participate. Building 
that energy field together to share with those in need is, 
to my mind, a more joyful experience than Circle of Love.  

Aneta, our school’s director, says that we each bring to, 
and experience the circle in a unique way. I have found 
that for me as an empath, I can experience the energy of 
the different beings entering the circle to rest and recover 
their bodies and spirits. The uplift and deep sense of 
peace that I feel as we exit the pranic meditation bolsters 
my faith that we are truly providing a service not only with 
our actions, but with our thoughts, with our state of mind. 

I recommend to all to make Healing Service a part of your 
weekly ritual. 

Another beautiful moment of service occurred recently at 
our school with two students partaking in the ten-fold 
giving. They went to a transition home in Kansas City for 
homeless women who have spent their lives addicted to 
drugs; many of these women became users as young 
children when their parents injected them with drugs. As 
Deanna said, you could just feel the good energy in this 
place—all of the employees were cheerful and kind. The 
success rate of the program was over 90%. Here, the 
multi-generational cycle of loss, heartache and suffering 
is broken. 

Our two students went there to give of their love and 
kindness in money form to one of the women. They had 
the opportunity to interact with staff. They tried to quickly 
gift the money and duck out, believing strongly in the 
need for anonymity. But the young woman who received 
the ten-fold donation wanted the opportunity to be 
grateful. It was deeply touching to hear of the young 
woman’s sincere appreciation of this generosity and the 
empowerment she derived from it.  

It feels good for all of us students here in Kansas City to 
fully enter the flow of giving and receiving, to connect 
with it with all of our beings.St. Charles Vibrations March 
22, 2016	

With love from St. Charles
By 

Jessica Leathers and Diana Kenney 

The students in St. Charles at Lesson 12, Jessica 
Leathers, Mario Gaor and Nancy Groeller, completed their 
first class project—an open mic night.  A student from the 
Wednesday night class, Adam Fuchs, donated the use of 
an awesome sound system!  In between the sharing of 
original poetry and song, each of the students shared a 
story of personal growth and how their lives are changing 
in wonderful ways through their studies.  Performers and 
people observing gave $10 to be present and wonderful 
prizes were raffled off.  They earned about $325.00 from 
an evening that was heart warming and filled with love.  
No one wanted to leave and people stood outside the 
door of the venue for over an hour, getting to know each 
other better and sharing their dreams. 

Here is what the leader of the class project, Jessica 
Leathers, shared about her experience.   

Coming together as a class and making a 
reality out of our visualizations was an 
amazing experience. My (Jessica) personal 
goal’s ideal was manifesting before the 
event, and it felt as if it were going to be 
too easy to accomplish. It allowed me to 
capitalize on the opportunity to practice 
courage in another light. Sharing my 
wisdom was simple, but sharing myself 
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allowed me to take a monumental step 
toward my life goals. 

I really enjoyed giving my talk on Dream 
Interpretation because I visualized it all 
before hand and therefore didn’t have 
to practice as much as I would have in 
the past. It also seemed like a lot of 
people in the audience could relate and 
understood what I was saying about my 
dreams. I liked the feeling that I got 
from creating with other people I love 
and not just by myself. It was great to 
see my classmates’ experiences with 
the class project. The event also gave 
me a chance to network with others 
that I may not have met otherwise. 

Also new to St. Charles is teacher, Danny Hallum.  The 
day after the class project Danny Hallum started his 
first class.  We are grateful!  St. Charles welcomes 11 
new students.    

Bolingbrook 
Spring Clean and New Dream! 
Bolingbrook completed a full day of Sacred Space and 
really beautified the inside of the building.  Jorge, 
Monica, Marie, and her cousin Jody all contributed to 
painting the interior. Giselle, Gloria, Sandy, and Otto 
helped deep clean the main rooms! A happy home 
makes happy vibes!  

Our first Open House of the year was successful.  
(Giselle brought it back! Hooray!) We had four people 
stop in with a thirst for knowledge. One of them first 
was introduced to us by finding out and using National 
Dream Hotline® every year and absolutely loves it! We 
plan on doing Open Houses once a month for a while. 
It is a great time to get together and share what we are 
passionate about. 

We have new faces at the school that we are glad to 
welcome! It is amazing how the energy is positively 
shifting with new minds. The second cycle students 
are also excited to be combining with Palatine and 
Chicago for a huge class of 10 with a Taurus, an Aries, 

4 

Virgos, and 4 Sagittarius! (A lot of Earth and Fire!) Many 
changes afoot! 

The Introduction to Dream Interpretation classes are 
being taught by Gloria who is doing an excellent job.  
We have as many as 6 to 10 students who are very 
engaged! We truly have fun. 

What is this statue

called and where is

she on the path to?

Where is this image

on campus?

What is this the future site of?
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Wiz	on	Words	Recognizes	"Life	is	a	Dream"	written	
by	Sandy	Leitner	and	Alexander	M.	Oleksiuk		

Paletine	director	Sandy	Leitner	and	student	Alexander	Oleksuik	shared	their	
dynamic	experience	of	observing	themselves	in	the	Universal	Language	of	Mind	
through	a	special	article	submitted	for	the	April	Vibes.	This	article	was	colorful,	
with	action	verbs,	and	the	students	described	surrendering	to	their	intuition	
while	harmonizing	with	their	environment.		

In	this	article	Sandy	Leitner	described	their	detoured	excursion	on	their	return	home	from	the	College	
of	Metaphysics	using	the	Universal	Language	of	Mind.	"Bolstered	by	our	more	disciplined	aspects	we	
ventured	bravely	forward,	realizing	that	great	harmony	can	be	found	in	the	subconscious...we	utilize	the	
Light	of	our	awareness	to	journey	into	greater	heights."		This	is	a	great	article	because	the	students	
share	the	application	of	the	tools	they	have	been	given,	and	they	engage	the	reader	in	a	detailed	
experience	of	their	adventure.	This	article	is	fun	to	read	and	highlights	being	attuned	to	Applied	
Metaphysics.		

As	we	near	National	Dream	Hotline®	I	encourage	all	of	you	to	begin	practicing	your	everyday	
experiences	in	the	Universal	Language	of	Mind	to	gain	greater	understanding,	as	well	as	strengthen	
your	skills	before	serving	the	multitudes	April	29-May	1.		After	all,	"life	is	but	a	dream."		

Tips	for	Writing	Media	for	National	Dream	Hotline®	
1.	Still	your	mind	and	use	your	tools	to	image	connecting	with	producers	and	successfully	scheduling	
media	interviews.	
2.	Telephone	the	person/station/channel	you	have	chosen	and	expect	to	connect.	
3.	After	connecting,	follow	through	with	emailing	the	person/station/channel.		
4.	As	News	happens	quickly	and	concisely,	write	your	emails	with	this	in	mind.	
5.	"Attention	is	your	most	precious	commodity"	(L1)	so	begin	your	email	with	an	attention-grabber.	
6.	Write	rhythmically	and	concisely	to	describe	the	event	and	what	you	desire	(i.e.	to	be	interviewed	on	

the	5	o’clock	news	this	Friday).		
7.	Offer	your	gratitude	for	working	with	you	and	your	appreciation	
for	connecting.		
8.Post	National	Dream	Hotline®	send	a	handwritten	letter	and	
express	thanks	for	aiding	in	the	success	of	National	Dream	Hotline®.	
This	will	build	relationships	with	your	media	contacts.		

What would
you like to learn 
from the Word 
Wizard? 
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 Learning to become a Psi Counselor has been my vessel for deep, inward reflection.  
Through the coursework, I have learned how to be more honest and humble in the 
situations in my life.  In doing so, I have learned to see mySelf reflected in the outer 
physical world.  I have cultivated a greater desire for stillness so I can be one with 
mySelf and with others.  I have become much more aware of my thoughts and 
where my attention is, so I can self correct and mold my ego according to the needs 
of mySelf and others. 

 I recognize that every person in my life is a reflection of me and that as I 
harmonize with the deepest wisdom in my soul, as an individual, I will be able to 
serve the people in my field.  
 This has everything to do with receiving and reflecting the Light that is 
within another so that the Real Self of both parties can be and become.  It is my duty in this life to awaken people to their soul 
through the power of stillness and reflection. •    by Leah Morris, D.D.   August 25, 2015 

How PSI Counseling Changes Consciousness

At the School of Metaphysics, Dream Consultation is part of a greater program of 
study in Psi Counseling.  Psiology is the study of the Spirit, Life, and Consciousness.  It 
gathers its name from Psi, the 23rd letter of the Greek alphabet. 

 Psi’s symbol is Ψ, the same symbol representing the planet Neptune in Western 
astrological study.  The archetype of Neptune unveils, merges, mesmerizes, and 
heightens the sense of life as a dream.  It initiates a fluid time of understanding our 
role to play as souls, and slipping out of limiting masks and beliefs, in favor of more 
inclusive ones.  This is an example of quantum mechanics applied to the meta-
physical world. 

The symbol for the wave-function in quantum physics is also the Greek Letter "psi".  
At the heart of quantum mechanics lies the wave function, a probability function 
used by physicists to understand the nanoscale world.  Using the wave function, 
physicists can calculate a system's future behavior, but only with a certain probability.  
For instance, meteorologists predict weather probabilities by tracking patterns.   

 Quantum theory reaches beyond the certainty with which scientists can 
describe the classical world.  A century-long debate has been transpiring centered on 
how to interpret the wave function: does it representative objective reality or merely 
the subjective knowledge of an observer?  It’s the zen koan of “If a tree falls in the 
forest and there is no one there to hear it, does it make a sound?” 

 The same can be asked of your dreams:  If you dream and your attention is not 
there to recall it, did the dream transpire? 

 The answer in metaphysical terms is, Yes!  This answer says there is an objective 
reality to Mind. (Dreamschool Course 380, Intuitive Realities in Dreaming)
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Talk with the Author 
series - register 
early!

May 8th Sunday  
    5pm CDT
INTUITIVE 
DREAMING 
 with 
Dr. Laurel Clark

DREAMCATCHERS ONLINE  
2nd Saturday of the month…  
with Dr. Diana Kenney & Matt Valois

TRANSFORMING KARMA/DHARMA 
We transform karma through uniting three doorways of upturned triangle:  
Gratitude, Forgiveness, and Kindness.   

The expression of kindness is manifested through the service we give and 
receive.  As you sow, so you reap.  This happens in the present moment, not in 

some past time brought into now or some future world not yet known.  You 
reap what you now.   

Thought manifests in the now.   

We transform dharma through uniting three doorways of downturned 
triangle:  Harmony, Empathy, and Tolerance. 

Reincarnation is a Spiritual Law of evolution insuring balance and 
compensation for unconditional service given.  Delay and out of 
present time.   

The Soul's purpose is to uplift soul standing.  Now.   

Aligning with your Soul’s purpose provides the keycode to be a 

HEALING PRESENCE.   

Learn more this month in the VIRTUAL CLASSROOM 
and 

at the Spiritual Focus Session called 

 SPIRIT of the HEALER. 
      Reserve your space now.

Enter THE 
VIRTUAL 

CLASSROOM  
on HEALING CLASS 

 with  
Dr. Barbara Condron  

Sunday, MAY 22nd  
at 8:30 pm CT 

Ask your teacher/director if you are eligible to 
attend.

On the web this month!
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I was given an opportunity to Be with SOM teachers 
on Saturday night of the spring national conference.  There were several 
thoughts of what our subject matter would be - the Stargate which 
increasingly becomes the focus of my consciousness, the Bible (particularly 
Matt. 24 concerning signs of coming of Son of Man), or the Healing 
Presence in the intentional field.  All seemed timely, and appropriate. 

 As is my custom.  I stayed open and fluid, sustaining the harmony 
between conscious and subconscious minds which invites the common 
dreamtime.  I have learned that when SOM students gather, particularly 
those who pass the study on to others, dreamtime is activated in ways that 
upgrade the soul evolution of all who are present.   

 I have watched this for generations.  The ebb and flow of a weekend 
gathering from initial welcome to closing commission is as a perfect 
lifetime.   

 Dr. Laurel Clark opened the weekend with insightful illustrations of 
Self Respect arising in the first weeks of study.  Dr. Daniel Condron carried 
this forward the next morning in speaking on calibrating the enlightened 
heart.  Emily Ashley offered an interactive experience of friendship.  Dr. 
Karen Mosby taught about the Emotional Doorways to love.  

 After dinner everyone was transported to an IASD conference as 
Hezekiah Condron gave his 2015 presentation (on a panel with his dad, 
Daniel and Stanley Krippner) on The Hero’s Journey, a subject covered in the 
260 level course at dreamschool.  I gave a presentation on the Peace GLiDE 
conducted in conjunction with the 2009 PreParliament event held on the 
COM campus.  Both of these sessions illustrated the art and science of the 
Dream Consciousness Circuit, the capacity to dream while asleep and while 
awake.   

 What would I give?   What would most impress the Akashic Field at 
this time in this 
space for all those 
gathered?   

The respond to this 
question became 
the…. 

“I had a profound 
experience. It opened 
my eyes to a lot o 
things.  When I 
hugged Lynn I could 
see her soul.  I could 
see her eyes twitching.  
I could see there was 
something underneath 
operating that.  It was 
really taking me in.  
Then I saw myself in 
her, a reflection of 
myself.  And I 
understood what that 
meant.” 
Michael Fabri, OKC Teacher

The New Maitreya  

See it in action

by Dr. Barbara O’Guinn Condron
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“Every time we participate in a Circle 
of Love is an opportunity to  get closer 
to what you experienced tonight.  It 
happens one Circle after another.  Just 
being with, sticking with your 
students, being that spark of 
intelligence, perceiving what works 
and passing it on.  Love is our 
motivation.  That requires us to get up 
out of ourselves which is exactly what 
our consciousness experiences as we 
expand our circle beyond the locality 
of our physical bodies, sharing light 
and love in a circle that expands 
through our neighborhoods, our 
country, our world.  How fortunate to 
participate in a Circle of Love!” 

3 Reach

4  Embrace

Dr. Barbara Condron teaches teachers the  

ANATOMY  of a   HUG  
                   in Four Captivating Steps! 

1 Recognize

2 Approach
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Zack Busch, Cyndy D, Dr. Pam Blosser, Dr. Jonathan 
Duerbeck, Charlotte Crabaugh, Lynn Boggio, Larry, 
Michael Dr. Leslie West, Jillian Bergmann-Martin, 

Dr. Chris Madar

Jorge Candeleria, 
Walter Hrycaj

Scott Hilburn, Doug Bannister, 
Brynne Burne, Tim Gagnon, 
Aneta Baranek, Sydney Kasner, 
Brian Hoover, Linda Pecaut, 
Sherwin Rosenfeldt, Dr. Sheila 
Benjamin, Genevieve ?, Jim 
Hagerty, Lisa, Corinne Crabtree, 
Terry Karl 

Matt Valois, Kim 
Knapp, Cassie Ambuehl

Dr. Karen Mosby, Mari 
Hamersley, Sandy Lietner 
Andrew Tansil, Dr. Christine 
Spretnjak, Emily Knox, Codie 
Lea, Dr. Laurel Clark

Kerry Keller, Dr. Diana Kenney, Silvia Galvan, Mike Fabri, 
Terrence Bellows, Jesse Reece, Emily Ashley, Rashard 
Garrett, Joe Pecaut, April Kelow, Jamie Metzenberg

CHANGE…
HOW EASY IS IT FOR YOU?

Teachers took a quiz designed by Dr. Barbara to measure the 
individual’s  “ease of Support in making any change.”  So where did 

SOM Teachers land on the Stargate?   Here are the Emotional 
Doorways these teachers tend to rely upon as they move through life.

Curious about the Emotional Doorways to Love?  
There are three opportunities for learning more.

1  SPIRIT OF THE HEALER - Spiritual Focus Session at COM, May 13-15.  
2  Superconscious Healing Power Course and teacher’s class webinars
3  SPECIAL Wednesday Webinar August 3rd and 10th.

                            KINDNESS 

EMPATHY             HARMONY 

FORGIVENESS            GRATITUDE 

       TOLERANCE 
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The Keys of Life are                                                      
the Universal Life Lessons

11. Enlightenment 

When all ten Keys of Life are practiced and integrated into one’s whole being and 
gives to the world then the disciplined, devoted one receives full enlightenment. 

The heart(heart center) opens to receive full understanding of divine love. Divine love is then regiven-radiated out 
from the Self to all humanity. 

Enlightenment and the crown chakra only become available when 
and after the heart opens to Divine Love. Love opens the heart; 
fear closes the heart. Until the heart center is opened one exists 
in reasoning or lower. When the heart center opens love ensues 
preparing the way for joy, peace, bliss, and beyond. 

All previous steps prepare the way for the emergence of a new 
universal species, the enlightened Self that is our true destiny. 
Love is at the heart (center) of everything; Love is the original 
transmission from God ( the Creator). Without love one remains 
physicalized with the attention confined to the brain and 
conscious mind. Love of the heart center takes one beyond the 
physicalized, egoic, root, spleen and solar plexus chakras. When 
the heat chakra-love and the crown chakra-bliss are united one 
becomes a consciousness lifter for all humanity. The veils of 
illusion fall off. One knows the true sense of the word. One 
experiences, perceives and knows the true nature of reality as 
connectedness. There is no more to do. Such a one has achieved 
and received moksha (freedom). Such a one is no longer bound to 
karma and rebirth. Such a one has entered nirvana-heaven while 
still in a physical body. Such a one becomes and is a blessing to all, 
everywhere. Fortunate are those who encounter and experience such a one. For they have waited and strived many 
lifetimes to study under and receive into their being such an enlightened one. Rare are opportunities such as this. 

In the enlightened ones, the whole being is filled with light. The energy instead of moving out into the physical world 
is reversed and moved inward and upward fully connected with the all. 

Such a one is a blessing of love, compassion, bliss and joy into the world. Such a one is beyond time and knows 
eternity in the ever present, eternal now.
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Learning	to	Teach	Wholeness	by	Being	Taught	
Wholeness	at	National	Teachers	Meeting	
By	Randy	Ristow,	Genevieve	Markowski,	and	
Jonathan	Duerbeck.	

The	aggressive	and	receptive	qualities	of	creation	
move	together	for	wholeness	individually,	universally,	
and	in	our	National	Teachers	Conference.		We	were	
shown	how	whole	teaching	includes	receiving	who	
people	truly	are,	and	aggressively	using	our	“tools”	
with	reasoning	to	aid	our	students.				

It	started	with	Emily	Ashley	leading	the	experience	of	
opening	ourselves	up	so	we	could	allow	our	souls	to	
be	seen,	as	well	as	see	the	souls	of	others.		This	aids	
us	in	seeing	beyond	the	limitations	we	and	our	
students	set	for	ourselves.		By	perceiving	our	
students’	soul,	we	help	them	to	see	who	they	are	and	
who	they	can	be.		This	is	why	they	came	to	us	in	the	
eirst	place!		“Especially	with	Emily’s	talk	and	Dr.	
Barbara’s	talk	Saturday	night	[see	below]	I	really	got	
to	experience	vulnerability	in	a	way	I’d	never	
experienced	before,”	said	new	teacher	Danny	Hallam.	

Dr.	Laurel	expanded	from	soul-sight	to	re-spect	and	
insight.		She	showed	us	the	need	to	see	and	accept	all	
parts	of	Self	as	we	see	and	accept	the	different	people	
we	teach.		She	led	us	in	the	aggressive	experience	of	
using	the	tools	from	our	eirst-cycle	toolbox,	such	as	
the	I	AM	list,	so	that	we	and	our	students	can	see	and	
respond	to	all	aspects	of	Self	to	create	wholeness.		
With	personal	stories,	she	taught	truths	and	methods	
of	causing	healing.		For	example,	she	shared	how	
meditating	with	students	can	create	harmony	and	
connection.			We	learned	ways	to	give,	receive,	and	
love	unconditionally,	without	attachment,	so	that	we	
ourselves	are	transformed.	

Dr.	Laurel	made	a	point	that,	“Brilliance	breeds	
impatience.”		That	was	eye-opening	for	Jamie	
Metzenberg.		“Just	to	remember	that,”	Jamie	said,	
“when	I’m	struggling	with	someone	who	doesn’t	get	
something	in	any	relationship—it	helps	me	
remember	when	someone	was	frustrated	with	me	
when	I	didn’t	get	something	that	was	easy	for	them,	
and	how	that	felt.”		

With	simplicity	and	humor,	Dr.	Daniel		
Condronnexemplieied	and	taught	the	receiving	of	the	
whole,	Divine	Self	in	the	Present	Moment.		From	the	
teachings	of	all	the	enlightened	masters	Dr.	Daniel	

has	studied,	he	has	found	that	in	this	present	moment,	
love	and	thanks	are	the	highest	Truth	we	can	
experience	and	apply.		He	shared	the	image	of	Dr.	
Emoto’s	beautiful	water	crystal	of	love	and	thanks,	
along	with	Dr.	Emoto’s	words:	“Obtaining	the	crystal	of	
‘Love	&	Thanks’	changed	my	vision	of	the	cosmos.		I	
realized	that	these	words	formed	the	most	beautiful	
crystal	of	any	taken	to	this	date.”		For	Dr.	Daniel’s	
universals	of	whole	teaching,	see	the	eirst	sentence	of	
the	Buddha’s	Dhammapada,	the	two	greatest	
commandments	of	Jesus	in	the	gospels,	and	the	last	
sentence	from	Krishna	in	the	Bhagavad	Gita.	

A	whole,	functioning	school	makes	it	easier	to	teach	
students	to	be	whole,	functioning	Selves.		We	held	a	
business	meeting	where	several	school	leaders	spoke	
about	the	different	areas	that	make	up	our	whole	
functioning	school,	like	our	Vibrations	newsletter,	
keeping	in	contact	with	our	students	and	alumni,	and	
even	social	media.		(Thanks	to	Sydney	Kasner	for	
moving	the	SOM	into	Pinterest!)		Remember	to	give	
your	attention	to	your	school	branch’s	monthly	Wealth	
Analysis.		(Ask	a	teacher	what	that	is.)		Matt	Valois	and	
the	College	students	performed	the	new	SOM	hit,	“Call	
Us	on	the	School	Phone,”	celebrating	National	Dream	
Hotline®,	and	taught	us	a	lesson	on	intention.		He	
shared	the	story	of	how	the	college	students	were	fully	
engaged	in	joyful	practice	of	this	song,	and	not	only	
once,	but	TWICE	they	were	interrupted	by	the	ringing	
of	a	hotline	call	on	the	school	phone!	

Karen	used	the	diagram	of	the	Star	of	David	to	show	us	
how	to	create	harmony	between	the	aspects	of	Self	
and	with	others.		As	she	walked	us	through	the	
diagram,	she	explained	where	each	of	the	lessons	and	
exercises	prepare	students	for	using	Kundalini	to	heal.		
She	shared	her	perspective	in	how	healing	occurs,	
both	as	a	metaphysician	and	as	a	nurse.		Her	stories	
illustrated	the	importance	of	respecting	the	needs	and	
the	free	will	of	others.	

After	dinner	we	were	special	guests	at	a	miniature	
version	of	the	IASD	(International	Association	for	the	
Study	of	Dreams)	conference.		During	this	
presentation	Dr.	Laurel	announced	that	she	will	take	
on	the	role	of	president	at	the	next	IASD	conference	
this	June,	held	in	the	Netherlands.		She	invited	more	
students	to	join	the	SOM	delegation.		Hezekiah	
Condron	and	Dr.	Barbara	both	gave	one	of	their	past	
IASD	presentations,	on	The	Hero’s	Journey	and	Group	
Dreaming,	respectively.		Kie’s	inspiring	presentation	
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included	an	original	eilm,	showing	Joseph	Campbell’s	
Hero’s	Journey	through	popular	movies.		Dr.	Barbara’s	
group	dreaming	experiment	clearly	showed	that	the	
state	and	content	of	consciousness	directly	impacts	
our	dreams.	

Dr.	Barbara	elaborated	more	on	her	work	with	the	star	
gate,	and	the	ineluence	of	the	Hugging	Saint,	Amma,	on	
her	work.		She	gave	us	three	powerful	experiences	
with	mindfully	hugging	another	person	with	our	
complete	attention.		She	had	us	contemplate	our	
experiences	and	write	about	them.		She	asked	that	we	
apply	what	we	learned	in	teaching	and	in	our	circles	of	
love.	

With	his	hug	partners,	Terrence	LaMont	Bellows	
experienced	“an	increase	and	enhancing	of	an	
understanding	of	transferring	energy	with	the	person.		
My	eirst	hug	was	very	loving	and	very	simple.		My	
second	hug	was	not	simple	but	very	loving.		They	were	
different,	but	still	loving,	and	I	was	still	able	to	love	the	
person.			I	had	a	realization	that	I	can	receive	and	give	
with	different	people	in	different	ways.		This	was	a	
visceral,	clear	experience.		It	was	really	sincere.”		
Michael	Fabri	from	Oklahoma	City	was	deeply	moved	
as	well.		“This	weekend	has	taught	me	the	value	of	
letting	my	guard	down	and	realizing	what	it	means	to	
be	present	with	someone.”	

On	Sunday	around	the	Peace	Pole,	we	got	to	
acknowledge	3rd	cycle	graduates	and	their	
commitment	and	achievement	in	their	journey	to	
wholeness.		This	was	the	eirst	graduation	our	new	
president,	Dr.	Christine	Spretnjak,	
got	to	preside	over.		Dr.	Laurel	gave	
Doctorates	of	Divinity	to	Golbahar	

Dadyan,	Brian	Kraichely,	Jesse	Reece,	and	Debbie	
Hudson.		Dr.	Christine	Madar	gave	doctorates	to	her	
class	of	Walter	Hrycaj,	Leah	Morris,	and	Matt	Valois.		“I	
know	I	have	been	the	best	teacher	I	have	ever	been	for	
this	class,”	said	Dr.	Christine.	“They	brought	the	best	
out	of	me.		I	think	I	have	brought	the	best	out	of	them.		
That	is	what	is	fuleilling.”	

We	ended	the	weekend	in	the	Peace	Dome	with	our	
four	ICOM	(Interfaith	Community	of	Metaphysics)	
soon-to-be	ministers.		Each	of	them	led	a	group	
discussing	the	10	tenets	or	core	beliefs	of	the	ICOM.		
These	were	new	to	most	of	us,	yet	very	familiar,	such	
as,	“Thought	is	cause.”		One	of	our	upcoming	ICOM	
ministers,	COM	grad	teacher	Walter	Hrycaj,	gave	his	
group	a	piece	of	wisdom	that	all	teachers	can	use:		
“When	you	really	love	something,	it	is	easy	to	share.”	

“I’m	so	grateful	to	have	this	experience	of	the	college,”	
said	Genevieve	from	Maplewood	SOM,		“with	people	of	
all	kinds	coming	together	to	gain	the	Mastery	of	
Consciousness!”

Please welcome our newest teachers Codie 
Lee, Michael Fabri, Joe Pecaut, Genevieve 
Markowsky, Danny Hallum, Andrew Tansil 

What did they name these peacocks?
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  What...
• symbolizes a place for learning 
• symbolizes compulsive use of life force or creative energy 
• symbolizes change 
• represents knowledge 
• indicates ignorance 
• symbolizes the freedom to move in the inner levels of mind 
• represents the dreamer's mind 
• is a means for awareness 
• represents subconscious existence 
• represents the physical body 
• represents compulsive thinking but when controlled by a person symbolizes the dreamer's will 
• is a conscious aspect of self and when the dreamer is of the receptive sex 
• represents a means for objective viewing 
• represents life force 
• indicates purpose 
• represents conscious life experiences 
• symbolizes compulsive thinking but when used as food, indicates knowledge of a spiritual nature 
• indicates a limit in thinking 
• represents a means of assimilating knowledge so it can be used 
• signifies a mental tool, usually relaxation, necessary for assimilation 
• Represents the use of imagination for visualizing 

D L S F A B G R L W K E R F O B
M H T C E N M U O G I D O H E Y
E O I O K I Y D O K O L O S C M
S O D A R K N E S S I R R O K O
E L U R S I W C N F S G E L F A
S T O N W H F I R E A H B I U N
U R G O L D I E U F S E Y H F O
O E B I H E C G N I Y L F K T I
H E F N F C H A F K M I C E R S
E T R E G L S D O O L B Y M G I
I L E U M I E O E U L O B L D V
H K R E T A W T E B O M I K A E
B A R U T W L M K S E O B E H L
L E O H L L Y E A E I T U C Y E
S C K B A A F R N H T U I G M T
A M F W I G N O S D N A H K E L

!

DREAM SYMBOLS 

WORD SEARCH 

by Giselle Marie!
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List of Items Students Can Bring and 
Donate to All Student Weekend 

1. GARDEN HOES 
2. SHOVELS 
3. HAND GARDENING TOOLS 
4. FOLDING LAWN CHAIRS 
5. METAL PORCH CHAIRS

ALL STUDENT WEEKEND, 
WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

(1)(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Student Preparations 
to attend 
ALL STUDENT WEEKEND: 
May 21, 22, 23
To insure you have a prosperous weekend the 
college faculty reminds you to check this list for 
your weekend needs.  We expect 125 to 160 
students to be camping in tents.  Please be 
aware that weather in Missouri is unpredictable.   
Because of the volume of students we expect, 
please understand personal assistance for 
personal needs is limited.  Please create a self-
sufficient consciousness and responsibility.  
You are a creator.   Thank you!

Camping:
Sleeping bag
Blankets
Pillow
Air mattress
Tent
Flash lights

Personal Considerations:
Sun screen 
Layers of clothing
Bug spray
Rain gear
Coats
Work cloths
Work gloves

Special Needs:
Diet / Special Foods
Medicine
Portable Cooler
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	 We love to sing, dance and have fun at 
the College of Metaphysics!  It all started one 
day in the aquapontics greenhouse after 
listening to the song Hotline Bling by Drake.  
Sydney, Tim, Golbahar and I were planting 
lettuce and thought, “Wouldn’t it be fun to 
make this into a National Dream Hotline® 
Song?”  We laughed and began to improvise 
lyrics, building on and adding to each other. 

I thought of what I learned in Tao Te Ching Class 
with Dr. Daniel about harmony.  When there is 
harmony, each individual brings 
their best, adding to the whole.  
With consistent harmony, 
abundance flourishes, and things 
naturally get better.  Each 
individual needs to have a certain 
level of objectivity in reasoning 
with each others’ ideas to see 
which image best aids the seed 
thought of the creation. 

A few weeks later in Dream Class (taught by 
Matt Valois, musician extraordinar), we were in 
the process of solidifying the lyrics, the beat 
and who was going to sing each part.  As a 
group, we learned to share ideas, let ideas go, 
and how to cooperate and communicate with 
each other.  We laughed and laughed, enjoying 
each other and the creation process.   

We noticed that we began getting more international 
dream submissions on dreamschool.org.  A large 
focus of Dream class is learning to interpret the 

dreams that people submit in a way 
that is practical, understandable, 
and simple.  The thought form was 
becoming more and more 
attractive. 

Once the audio for the song was 
recorded, we began shooting the 
music video, something that 

college students have been talking 
about doing since July.  It was so much fun to listen 
to our new song and orchestrate engaging images. 

We all worked together, playing on each others’ 
strengths and learned how to communicate so that 
we were efficient and smooth in filming.  
  
Hotline was so much part of our consciousness that 
one day during dish crew, we were all singing the 
song and laughing.  As the room filled with joy and 
excitement, the phone rang.  It was a woman from 
Washington asking about National Dream Hotline!   

What a wonderful way to see the influence 
of creating means of harmony and joy for 
others! 

Fun, Film, and Creativity! 
at the College of Metaphysics

By Leah Morris

Stay tuned for an email from your director when the video is released!
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National	Calendar	of	Experiences	2016	

April	
1-3							National	Teachers	Conference	
15-17		Third	Weekend	Classes	
29-May	1		National	Dream	Hotline	

May	
13-15				SFS	–	Spirit	of	the	Healer	
20-22				All	Student	Weekend	–	Third	Weekend	
22		-						International	Community	of	Metaphysics	ordination	ceremony	

June	
3-5									Vision	Quest	
17-19				Third	Weekend	Classes	

July	
15-17				Third	Weekend	Classes		
August	
6th											Area	teachers	Meeting	
19-21				Third	Weekend	Classes	

September	
9-11						SFS	–	Dharma	Session	
16-18			All	Student	Weekend	and	Third	Weekend	Classes	
24th							Still	Mind,	Present	Moment,	Open	Heart	-	Columbia	

October	
30-2	 	National	Teachers	Conference	
14-16			Third	Weekend	Classes	
28-30			Still	Mind	Weekend	and	Meditation	Report	

November	
18-20			SFS	-	Kundalini	Entrainment	and		
Third	Weekend	Classes	

December	
3rd									Teachers	Meeting	
16-18			Third	Weekend	Classes	

Where does this path 
lead?
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Dr. Sheila 18 Bind 
	 	 Superconscious thought falls into karmic light.

	 	 Dual awareness has always marked our time.

	 	 Understanding follows new experience when the benefit of all is held in the mind.

	 	 The crafter, the learner, the proprietor, the procurer, all are needed.

	 	 	 Image: Rabbit


Jarred 22 Surrender 
	 	 Turning from the Creator's work kills the seeds sown.

	 	 Turn to the Creator for the experience that heals.

	 	 In gratitude, rejoice as you bear the cosmic seed.

	 	 The beginning of knowing is a highly prized experience.

	 	 	 Image: Rice Rain


Cassie 8 Abide 
	 	 In subconscious mind, thought forms precisely.

	 	 Laws of the universe prevail and protect their growth.

	 	 When the light of consciousness perceives the Source,

	 	 the Creative Principles of Mind can be recognized and 	 	 honored.

	 	 	 Image:	 Pine Trees


TARAKA YOGA OF KUAN YIN

The Koran
(V: 30) She said, ‘O council, see, a letter honourable has been cast unto 

me. It is from Solomon, and it is “In the Name of God, the Merciful, the 
Compassionate. Rise not up against me, but come to me in surrender.” ‘She 
said , ‘O council, pronounce to me concerning my affair; I am not used to decide 
an affair until you bear me witness.’ They said ‘We possess force and we 
possess great might. The affair rests with thee; so consider what thou wilt 
command.’ She said, ‘Kings, when they enter a city, disorder it and make the 
mighty ones of its inhabitants abased. Even so they too will do.
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School of Metaphysics Branch Locations 
email to (cityname)@som.org

World Headquarters • 163 Moon Valley Rd.• Windyville, Missouri  65783• (417) 345-8411

ILLINOIS 
345 Manor Court • Bolingbrook, Illinois 60440 • (630) 739-1329 

5021 W. Irving Park Road • Chicago, Illinois 60641 • (773) 427-0155 

222 West Wilson • Palatine, Illinois 60067 • (847) 991-0140 

1009 E. Main Street • Urbana, llinois 61802 • (217) 344-2270 

INDIANA 
6138 North Hillside • Indianapolis, Indiana 46220 • (317) 251-5285 

IOWA 
3715 University • Des Moines, Iowa 50311 • (515) 255-5570 

KANSAS 
4323 Rainbow Blvd • Kansas City, Kansas 66103 • (913) 236-9292 

KENTUCKY 
2704 Hikes Lane • Louisville, Kentucky 40218 • (502) 452-2501

Missouri 
103 West Broadway • Columbia, Missouri 65203 • (573) 449-8312 

1033 E. Sunshine Street, Springfield, Missouri 65807• (417) 831-0955 

2606 Oakview Terrace • Maplewood, Missouri 63143 • (314) 
645-0036 

Ohio 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45216 • (513) 821-7353 

Oklahoma 
908 NW 12th St • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106 • (405) 228-0506 

429 S. Memorial •Tulsa, Oklahoma 74112 • (918) 582-8836 

Texas 
5832 Live Oak Street • Dallas, Texas 75214 • (214) 821-5406 

2839 Sandage Avenue • Fort Worth, Texas 76109 • (817) 920-9180

May Events 
13-15				SFS	–	Spirit	of	the	Healer	
20-22				All	Student	Weekend	–	Third	Weekend	
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